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PREGNANCY

PAMPER TIME

Whether
it'sa massage
tosootheanaching
back,a relaxing
treatbefore
thebigeventor
a'babymoon'with
yourpartner,
a triptoa spacanbea verywelcome
eventduringyour
pregnancy.
Butwhat'sonofferandwhat'ssafe?maternity& infant investigates.

spa is a real treat at any
can be more welcome now than at
time but, when you’re
any other time of your life.
pregnant, it can take on a
However, when it comes to a
whole new importance.
prenatal spa treat, it is important to
During pregnancy, your
know what you can and can’t do.
body can take quite a battering.
For instance, while a swimming
Your skin is stretched, hormones
pool is fine, steam rooms, Jacuzzis
arc playing havoc with your complexionand saunas are generally a no-no
and moods, tiredness is on
when you are pregnant. If you are
a whole new level, and your back
planning a trip to a spa, make sure
is aching from the new weight you
there are treatments and facilities
are carrying in front.
that will suit you and check with
We’re not taking away from the
the staff when you are booking to
beauty and wonder of pregnancy,
make sure.
but the fact remains that few women
Lisa Burns, spa manager at The
sail through pregnancy with no
Wells Spa at Hayfield Manor,
aches or pains, and a prenatal treat
Cork, recommends waiting until
like a specialist massage or facial
you are past your first 12 weeks

A

FOTA
ISLAND
LUXURY
SPA
&RESORT,
CORK
A trip to Fota Island is the perfect
escape for any mum-to-be. Treat
yourself to Mama's Glow (€230),
which begins with a salt foot soak to

I heard that you
Q:
shouldn't have your

energise, reduce swelling and stimulate
circulation. It includes a gentle hand,

feet massaged when

lower-leg and foot massage before

you are pregnant, is

enjoying the Gorgeous GlowTop to Toe

that true?

A: Yesand

treatment and a healthy lunch.

no.

There are reflexes
on the feet that are
connected to the
reproductive system,
so working these can
induce labour. But,
as long as these are
avoided, then it is
perfectly safe.

The Gorgeous Glow Top to Toe
treatment includes a pregnancy facial,
which is deep cleansing, exfoliating and
rebalancing, combined with a massage.
The oxygenating mask clarifies and
helps with pigmentation whilst your
hard-working legs and feet are treated
to a circulation-boosting cooling
mineral wrap to reduce puffiness. To
book, call (021) 488 3700 or visit www.
fotaisland.ie
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THESPAATCASTLEMARTYR In terms of treatments to go for, many
facials
RESORT,
COCORK
fa are suitable for pregnancy or can be
Indulge the senses at Castlemartyr with a
glorious ESPAMum's the Word package,
which includes two hours and 20 minutes
of pampering from €190 per person.
Begin with an ESPASkin Solutions facial
to leave skin feeling smooth and glowing
followed by a relaxing pre- or postnatal
treatment. To finish, treat tired feet to a
blissful luxury spa pedicure. If you fancy
treating yourself to a full night away, the
On Cloud 9 package includes a one-night
break at the resort as well as a signature
pregnancy
treatment, breakfast and
r
'
3
access to the vitality pool and thermal

modified
for prenatal clients (some oils cannot
m
be used during pregnancy, for instance),
^
but Lisa thinks that massage can be the
m,
most useful - and welcome - treatment for
pr
pregnant women. “Massage works the whole
body
but can also focus in on areas of need.
be
For
Fc example, the lower back and legs are
common areas that feel the weight the further
co
into your pregnancy you are.”
inl
And the good news is that suitable treatments
and massages can be given right up to
mi
due date: “As long as you are comfortable,
you can have treatments right up to the end
yC
,
of the nine months,” says Lisa. “In fact, a
of
treatment or massage will just help you relax
tr<
an
and get ready for the exciting times ahead!”

suite. This package is available from €205
per night until December 2014.
To book, call (021)421 9060 or email
spa@casttemartyrreson.ie.

before getting a spa treatment. “Spa treatments
are very safe as long as you are over
the first trimester and your pregnancy is
going well,” she says. “In my opinion, it is
vital to wait as your body is adjusting to all
the hormone changes. Some spas or salons
will say they can perform treatments during
the early stages of pregnancy but, personally,
I would always err on the side of caution and
wait.”
Lisa agrees that it’s important to let the
spa know that you’re pregnant before
booking and beginning the treatment. “It’s
very important to let your therapist know
that you’re pregnant and how far into your
pregnancy you are. In addition, you should
be honest about any issues you may have had
during previous pregnancies and/or during
your current pregnancy as this may hinder
the treatment.”
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OASIS
SPAATLYRATH
ESTATE
HOTEL
& SPA,KILKENNY
Lyrath Estate is the ideal place to relax
before your bundle of joy arrives.
Using products specially formulated
for pregnant

women, the Mama Mio

Gorgeous Glow pregnancy facial at the
Oasis Spa promises to help with hormonal
breakouts and excess pigmentation
deep-cleansing,

exfoliation

using

and facial

massage to ensure your skin is smooth,
firm and glowing. This treatment

costs

€90 for midweek bookings or €80 at
weekends. To book, call (056) 776 0088
or visit www.iyrath.com.

SPASALVEO
ATKNOCKRANNY
HOUSE
HOTEL
& SPA,WESTPORT,
COMAYO
The stunning
beautiful

Knockranny House Hotel & Spa in the

setting of Westport, Co Mayo, is a great location

for a pamper break before baby comes. Spa Salveo offers
a good selection of prenatal treatments
products that can be combined

using Mama Mio

or booked separately

according to your needs. We love the Yummy Tummy
treatment

(€60 for 45 mins), which uses gentle skin

brushing to increase circulation

and exfoliate,

while specialist products soothe and moisturise the skin.
A lower-leg and foot massage completes this relaxing
treatment.

To book, call (098) 28600 or visit

www.knockrannyhousehotel.ie..
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NADUR
SPAATBALLYGARRY
HOUSE,
TRALEE
Located at the foot of the Kerry
Mountains, the Nadur Spa is a
comfortable location that offers a wide
range of pregnancy treatments to suit
every taste.The 90-minute maternity
massage(€130), recommended after
first trimester, is a complete head-to-toe
massagethat alleviates pregnancyrelated
discomforts such as fatigue,
sciatica, nauseaand fluid retention. The

THEESTUARY
SPAATFAITHLEGG
HOUSE
HOTEL,
WATERFORD

treatment will also include the use of hot

Faithlegg House Hotel & Golf Resort in Waterford is

stones to help induce deep relaxation

a charming destination for an indulgent spa break

and ease muscle tension.

for any new mum or mum-to-be. With a range of

The Comforting Coco Cream Ritual

gorgeous treatments on offer, mums-to-be will have

(€110 for 75 mins) begins with a gentle

plenty to choose from. Check out the Tummial (€70

pressure-point massageon the feet

for 60 minutes), a specialisedtummy'facial'and

to help reduce swelling and stimulate

upper-back, neck and scalp massageusing Mama Mio

circulation, before a warm, creamy

ingredients to maximise skin strength, health and

coconut butter is applied to the full

elasticity, ensuring a stress releasing treatment.

body - ideal for increasing skin elasticity,

Alternatively, if you're looking for relief from the

nourishing extra-dry skin and helping

tiring effects of pregnancy, book in for the Light Legs

prevent the occurrence of stretch marks.

treatment (€30), which involves a mineral-rich foot

The treatment also includes a hydrating

soak, and exfoliation and massageof the lower legs

face mask and warm hair treatment.

and feet, which will help improve poor circulation,

To book, call (066) 714456 or visit

fluid retention and the tiredness in your legs.

www.ballygarryhouse.com

To book, call (051) 382000 or visit www.faithlegg.com.
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SPIRIT
ONESPAATRADISSON
BLUHOTEL,
GALWAY
The Mother-to-Be

Spa Ritual at Spirit One Spa has been especially designed to help ease aching muscles

caused during pregnancy, leaving you feeling relaxed and totally pampered. The package includes herbal
tea and selected refreshments

as well as a 25-minute

mother-to-be

taster facial and the use of the relaxation areas and swimming

back massage, a 25-minute

pool. The Mother-to-Be

Elemis

Spa Ritual is

available from €100 per person. For an extra treat, pamper your tired toes and add on a pedicure for only
€40 extra. To book, call Spirit One Spa on (091) 53842 or email spiritone.galway@radissonblu.com.
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